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Author’s response to reviews:

1. We note that on page 23, lines 25-30 are written in a way that makes it sound as though these are an authors' note to another author: "We can highlight future work that needs to be done, specifically incorporating their questions regarding comparative work." I believe the 'questions' referred to here are in reference to the reviewer's comments. Please revise for clarity.

Response:

We note that on page 23, lines 25-30 are written in a way that makes it sound as though these are an authors' note to another author: "We can highlight future work that needs to be done, specifically incorporating their questions regarding comparative work." I believe the 'questions' referred to here are in reference to the reviewer's comments. Please revise for clarity. Changes in yellow.
2 Figure legend: Please include the legend for figure 1 at the end of your manuscript after the declarations, instead of having this embedded within the figure itself.

Response:

We have keep figure 1 without the legend and put the legend after the declarations. Page 28. Cange in yellow.